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Marked Document Name:  18. (CD) -DPT SOPEP 12.09.2015 (marked)

Summary of Information Protected: 
The document submitted is the Shipboard Oil Pollution Emergency Plan (SOPEP) for the Deepwater 
Proteus (Rig). 

Summary of discussion as to how substantial competitive or other business harm would likely result 
from release and claiming information is non-public (see attached “Description of Trade Secret or 
Confidential Information Designation” for more detailed discussion): 
Transocean developed this document using the collective experience of past and present Transocean 
employees as well as Transocean employees with extensive knowledge of the operations of the Rig.  
Numerous revisions to the document have been performed by Transocean employees over a lengthy 
period of time as evidenced by the tables of revision incorporated within the document. The document 
contains Transocean trade secrets as it details some of the procedures used in the operation of the Rig 
and could not be easily reproduced by a Competitor as they do not have the breadth of experience 
spanning over time as were used to develop the document. 

Disclosure of the document would result in substantial harm to the competitive position of Transocean. 
Competitors could seek to gain a competitive advantage by using the attached document to develop a 
similar plan without the extensive time, cost and internal resources used by Transocean.  Competitors 
could also adapt this document to their operations without incorporating the unique, historical 
experiences or equipment of the Competitor.  By doing so, the Competitor would not demonstrate a 
true commitment to safety to the benefit of the public. 

The document is used in the operation of the Rig and is not available to the public.  To the best of 
Transocean’s knowledge, and to the best of the knowledge of the document Owner and Custodian, the 
document has not been released to the public.  
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Description of Trade Secret or Confidential Information Designation 
(Relating to Documents Authored by Transocean) 

Pursuant to Paragraph 14.c of the Consent Decree and 14.c.2.a.ii of the Performance Plan, 
Transocean submits the Marked Document that is highlighted to indicate what portions of 18. (CD) 
DPT SOPEP 12.09.15  (unredacted) (Unreacted Document) Transocean believes is protected from 
public disclosure.  The Document was previously submitted under Paragraph 18 of the Consent 
Decree and related Performance Plan (the Consent Decree). 

Transocean designates the entire Unredacted Document as protected from disclosure under 
Exemption 4 of the FOIA, found at 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(4), because the information is confidential and a trade 
secret as outlined below.  Transocean requests the United States to consult with Transocean on any 
request for disclosure of the information in the Unredacted Document and allow Transocean to object 
to any decision to disclose the information. 

The Unredacted Document is exempt from disclosure for the following alternate reasons: (1) 
Transocean does not customarily release documents with this information to the public, (2) disclosure of 
the information in this Unredacted Document would result in a substantial competitive harm to 
Transocean, and (3) the information is a trade secret to Transocean.  

1. Not Customarily Released to the Public
The Unredacted Document is confidential because Transocean does not customarily disclose the

Unredacted Document to the public.  Transocean deems the Unredacted Document as confidential 
under its corporate policy.  Transocean uses the Unredacted Document in the operation of its rigs which 
are not accessible by the public.  Transocean has not disclosed the information as developed in the 
Unredacted Document to the public.  Transocean spent significant resources to develop the information 
provided in the Unredacted Document, including significant time collecting and evaluating Transocean’s 
past internal experiences.  The information in the Unredacted Document is not generally available to 
public from other sources since the information is created from experiences and work internal to 
Transocean that is not available to the public.  

In addition, since the Consent Decree was voluntarily agreed to between Transocean and the 
US, the Unredacted Document under the Consent Decree should be deemed voluntary as well. 
Therefore, the commercial information is exempt from disclosure because Transocean does not 
customarily release this information to the public.  Critical Mass Energy Project v. Nuclear Regulatory 
Comm’n, 975 F.2d 871 (D.C.Cir. 1992) (en banc). 

Transocean submits this Unredacted Document as part of a voluntary settlement of a dispute 
with the government, which means that the submission of the Unredacted Document is considered 
voluntary even though the Consent Decree compels its disclosure.  Judicial Watch, Inc. v. DOE, 310 F. 
Supp. 2d 271, 308-09 (D.D.C. 2004), aff’d in part & rev’d in part on other grounds, 412 F.3d 125 (D.C. Cir. 
2005)(holding that Exemption 4 applied the document not customarily disclosed to the public when it 
was “submitted ‘voluntarily’ in order to resolve disputes relating to [submittor’s] ‘interests in federal 
offshore leases.’”).  Because Transocean submitted the Unredacted Document voluntarily, the 
information should be exempted from disclosure under the lower standard that categorically protects 
information not customarily disclosed to the public. 

The Unredacted Document contains commercial information.  Transocean uses the Unredacted 
Document in the operation of offshore drilling rigs that underlie the general business of Transocean. 
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2. Substantial Competitive Harm
The Unredacted Document is exempt from disclosure because its release to the public of the

confidential and commercial information in the Unredacted Document would cause substantial harm to 
the competitive position of Transocean.  National Parks and Conservation Ass’n v. Morton, 498 F.2d 765, 
770 (D.C.Cir. 1974). 

The Unredacted Document contains commercial information that is maintained as confidential 
by Transocean and not generally available to the public, as discussed above.   

Disclosure of the Unredacted Document would substantially harm the competitive position of 
Transocean.  Transocean is one of the world’s largest and oldest offshore drilling contractors with 
numerous global competitors.  Transocean spent considerable internal resources to develop the 
information in the Unredacted Document over an extended period.  Transocean developed the 
information using the collective past and private experiences of Transocean for rigs unique to 
Transocean. Competitors have a similar plan in place as part of its best practices for operations. 
Competitors could use the Unredacted Document to develop a similar plan without having to invest the 
same costs and time as Transocean, thereby giving the competitor an advantage.  Moreover, disclosure 
of the Unredacted Document to a competitor would not benefit the public.  The true value of the 
information in the Unredacted Document comes from the time-consuming internal analysis and 
resulting commitment to safety refinement of operations particular to a competitor and its unique 
equipment, not from just copying the final work product of Transocean.  While the competitor could 
develop a similar plan quickly with no investment costs using the Unredacted Document, the competitor 
would not likely develop a proper plan designed for its unique experiences and equipment or develop a 
true commitment to safety that would benefit the public. 

3. Confidential or Trade Secret
The Unredacted Document is exempt from disclosure because it contains Transocean trade

secrets.  Public Citizen Health Research Group v. FDA, 704 F.2d 1280, 1288 (D.C. Cir. 1983). 

Transocean uses the Unredacted Document in its commercial operations.  Transocean operates 
offshore drilling rigs for oil companies.  Transocean details some of the procedures used in the 
operations of its rigs in the Unredacted Document.   

The Unredacted Document was developed through substantial effort.  Transocean developed 
the procedures contained in the Unredacted Document over a significant amount of time with input 
from many Transocean employees.  Transocean based the procedures contained in the Unredacted 
Document on the collective and unique internal experience of Transocean spanning over a significant 
length of time.  The information in the Unredacted Document could not be reproduced by a competitor 
because they do not have the breadth of experiences spanning over the same length of time that were 
used to develop the Unredacted Document. 

The Unredacted Document is confidential.  Transocean does not disclose the Unredacted 
Document to the public.  Transocean deems the Unredacted Document as confidential under its 
corporate policy.  Transocean has not disclosed the information as developed in the Unredacted 
Document to the public.   

The Unredacted Document provides Transocean with a commercial advantage over its 
competitors because it provides Transocean with procedures for safer and more efficient operations, 
which customers evaluate as part of their buying process.  A competitor with access to the Unredacted 
Document could copy the procedures detailed in the Unredacted Document without investing the time 
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and resources to develop its own procedures.  A competitor could also compare and contrast its 
procedures with potential customers, but Transocean would not have similar access to the competitor’s 
procedures to similarly market is services.   
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